
Meetings on a historic estate



Kasteel De Vanenburg is a historic estate in the middle of the Netherlands. 
Due to the variety of rooms, both small and large groups feel at home at 
the estate. With all the desired amenities and a team with a big heart for 

hospitality, relaxing comes naturally. 

Imagine yourself in a 17th-century atmosphere. Take a walk through the 
colorful castle gardens during your break, toast to a successful meeting 
over dinner in the evening or organize a (relaxing, team-building or sporting) 

activity as a break from the program.

Centrally located in the middle of the Netherlands

Historical and rural surroundings

12 stylish meeting rooms  

48 luxurious hotel rooms and suites 

Culinary cuisine 

A hospitable team  

For meetings up to 300 people 

Free parking

Your meeting taken care of 
on our 17th century estate



With a wide variety of meeting rooms and 
options, Kasteel De Vanenburg offers you 
a meeting in peace and quiet with modern 
comfort and advanced technology.

Our team has extensive experience in organizing 
conferences, seminars, (staff) meetings, fairs, 
receptions, meetings, events and customer 
days. We would like to think along with you for a 
successful meeting!  

We offer a variety of meeting packages at 
a fixed price per person. Whether you are 
planning a short consultation or a multi-day 
meeting. Book one of our 4-, 8-, 12-, 24- or 
32-hour packages. You and your guests 
will be completely taken care of, so you can 
focus on the purpose of the meeting.

For content and pricing, please visit: 
kasteeldevanenburg.nl/en/meeting-packages

Staetenzaal

Spiegelzaal

Oranjerie



A nice walk from the castle brings you to 
Klein Vanenburg. The vegetable garden 
and terrace give the farm an atmospheric 
rural entrance. For large events we have 
capacity for up to 300 people in Klein 
Vanenburg. The farm offers you plenty of 
privacy so you can give your visitors the 
optimal attention they deserve. 

Klein Vanenburg is the accommodation for 
your event or conference. In this beautifully 
restored former farmhouse you will find: 
the Groot Auditorium, Tuinzaal, Tuinterras, 
Grand Café and our Bovenzaal. The halls 
are connected thanks to a canopy. Ideal for 
both large and small groups, as the halls 
can be combined, but can also be divided 
into smaller rooms as desired.

Tuinterras

Klein Vanenburg

Groot Auditorium



During your multi-day meeting, enjoy 
a overnight stay in one of our 48 hotel 
rooms or suites. These are spread over 4 
courtyards across the estate. After your 
overnight stay you can enjoy an extensive 
and fresh breakfast buffet in the castle, for 
a good start or conclusion of your meeting.

Archery

Compact room

Due to the size of the estate, there are many 
possibilities for a meeting break, company 
outing or team building session. We work 
together with an organizing agency for 
sporting and recreational company outings. 
How about an outdoor; the program will be 
tailored to your specific needs.

Hotel rooms



We serve our guests:  
   Breakfast
   Sandwich lunch
   Served lunch
   Company drinks
   High tea
   Culinary 2-, 3-, 4- of 5-course diner
   8-course networking dinner
   Buffet
   Barbecue 

For both small and large groups you can 
expect all kinds of culinary dishes with fresh 
seasonal products. With great passion and 
personal attention, the kitchen brigade led 
by our chef puts surprising creations on the 
table. From a sandwich lunch, high tea and 
corporate drinks to a 5-course dinner; Kasteel 
De Vanenburg delivers a culinary enjoyment 
on a high level, appropriate to your meeting.

Van Pallandtzaal

Van Essenzaal

500best restaurants in the Netherlands



Each room has its own atmosphere; some rooms have a beautifully designed fixed table, 
while others have flexible use. Our team will gladly think with you to provide the facilities 
you are looking for in the best possible way. We offer you not only comfort, but also the 
audiovisual resources you need during your meeting.

Ridderzaal

Spiegelzaal

Kasteel Theater U shape Carré
Cabaret/
school

Lunch
Diner Buffet

Van Pallandtzaal

Van Essenzaal 

(buffet in de Serre)

Serre

Van der Neer kamer
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Jan Coelenbier kamer
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Vanenburgerallee 13
3882 RH Putten

0341 - 37 53 54
reserveringen@vanenburg.nl

www.kasteeldevanenburg.nl/en/business

CENTRALLY LOCATED IN THE HEART OF 
THE NETHERLANDS


